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This innovative technology is based on the Codeware Interface, a powerful software tool that facilitates the entire design process from design definition through to production. By providing a single interface between 3D CAD, 2D design and paper-and-pencil, Codeware interface
combines all functions into an easy to use product. This allows Designers to be faster and more accurate in the creative process while maintaining the ease of use with which they are accustomed. Codeware Interface removes most of the work from the process and allows non-
tech savvy designers to use the most sophisticated applications at their disposal without the need to learn a new software. A new version of the Codeware interface will be released in 2010 with a host of additional features. Beta version of this new version is available free for

registered users. A new button for errors allows an Engineer to instantly find and fix mistakes in the CAD model. A tool that can be used for both BOM (Bill of Materials) analysis and Design for Manufacturability will also be included in the new version. When a COMPRESS Purchase
Option is complete you will receive an email to access your purchase. Clicking on the link in the email will log you into Codeware cloud infrastructure. Within minutes you will be able to access all your trial and purchased COMPRESS options. To access your purchase on-site on a

PC, go to your Codewares folder and find the latest purchase you can download from the link in your email. Follow the instructions on the screen. I agree to receive email from the Codeware team. I have the opportunity to give my opinion about the product before publication. The
email I receive may also contain information about relevant products.
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INSPECT automatically generates the flaw diagram showing where the crack is located. A new feature in INSPECT s recent versions is that INSPECT now plots the crack with a pie-chart which helps identify the cracks long axis. Although cracking is the most common problem that
is found in engineering components. In fact, cracking often acts as a way to determine the strength and safety of the component. INSPECT is an elegant design or buckpassage crack surface crack graphically presents INSPECT is extremely accurate. INSPECT can automatically
detect flaws of all types including asprawl crack at elevated levels of tensile stress and a number of other situations. INSPECT s powerful abilities are further enhanced by the addition of the Essential Crack Map Edition. Version 1.7 of INSPECT is the first crack map to graphically

illustrate a component s crack curves. INSPECT requires a PC running Windows XP SP2 or later. A USB to serial converter is required to connect INSPECT to the PC. Version 2.0 of INSPECT is the first crack map that connects to a 3D scene to produce a component report. Your
Crack Map hard disk can be used with both latest INSPECT and version 2.0 of INSPECT. Ver 2.0 adds advanced cracking capabilities allowing detection of any shape and size crack. Ver 2.0 of INSPECT graphically shows all possible crack curves and one crack as a single image.

INSPECT allows you to view the 2D FEM surface crack 1D FEM crack. Version 2.0 of INSPECT provides an enhanced crack detection and mapping capability. All locations of the cracks are identified by a pie chart showing the percentages of the three major crack types in the
component. INSPECT automatically determines the possible locations for the crack. Note: INSPECT is designed to detect cracks on cylindrical components 5ec8ef588b
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